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Customer 
The company offers residential, commercial, roll off, recycling 
and disposal services for homes, businesses and contractors.

Customer need
They wanted to replace paper timesheets with digital timecards 
with paycode automation. Their drivers were paid on mileage of 
load and load events, therefore they wanted to log loads picked 
up and delivered to landfill sites. They wanted the timecards to 
be associated with the driver and the work order/ticket # pulled 
from their ERP.

New workflow with allGeo
The company turned to allGeo and its integration with ADP 
Workforce Now    to help meet their requirements.
allGeo improved business processes by automating many func-
tions of time logging by using digital forms and GPS tracking 
plus Geofencing reported against company payrate codes. 
allGeo would then process payrate data and report it via a com-
patible CSV report or autos-synch to ADP  Workforce Now   , their 
payroll system. 

Dispatch orders are sent to the driver's smartphone

Time logging on the app that mirrors HOS 

Using QR codes to scan the driver's use of a power unit and a trailer

Pre and post-trip inspection forms

Digital delivery form with site/client pick list (and associated code)

The relevant data for paycode reporting would be processed against 
associated paycodes
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Here are the key aspects of the allGeo workflow:
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allGeo is a leading provider of field service management for mid-size & enterprise businesses 
to achieve excellence in field service operations by providing tools to improve operations & 
payroll processes. The allGeo platform helps businesses create custom field service workflows 
using products & tools such as Scheduling, Time Clock, Tracking & Monitoring, Mileage, 
Dispatch Messaging, Mobile Forms, Events based alerts, and Reporting.  

Examples of workflows include - Time tracking using geofence and pay rate logic for Payroll,  
QR and Geofence sites for jobs tracking, Lone worker safety with E911 integration, Electronic Visit 
Verification (EVV) for home health care,  and Field Inspection using QR / mobile forms. The 
allGeo platform integrates with your CRM, ERP and payroll systems to enable easy flow of data 
from the field to your back office systems.
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